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President’s   Message  
 
Hi   Everyone!  

 
        I   am   missing   all   of   you   so   much!   First,   I   want   to   welcome   our   three   newest  

members,   Suzanne   Levenbach,   Marge   Hulstrunk,   and   Anne   Grode.    Suzanne  
is   a   Master   Gardener   and   worked   at   the   Rutgers   Extension   office.   Marge   is   a  
floral   designer   and   worked   for   many   years   at   the   Frelinghuysen   Arboretum   as  
the   Volunteer   Coordinator.   Anne   is   a   master   gardener   who   worked   at    the  
Morristown   Fair   last   summer   and   helped   us   create   Christmas   wreaths   last  
December.   

 
Since   we   all   went   into   isolation   in   March   a   lot   of   things   came   to   a   sudden   halt.  
Things   that   are   normally   done   at   the   annual   meeting   and   Acorn   Hall   planting  
dates   were   cancelled.   Other   things   have   been   moving   forward   in   a   limited   way.  
Thanks   to   Sheila   Fortune,   Helene   Havers   and   Linda    Pastorino   the   urns   in   front  
of   Acorn   have   been   planted   (see   photos   on   last   page   of   the   newsletter).                  Flowers   in   Pam’s     Garden  
They   really   brighten   up   the   place   and   are   appreciated   by   the   staff   and   visitors   to   the   grounds.   Gary  
will   be   watering   the   urns   and   applying   deer   spray.   I   sent   out   a   separate   email   which   included   a  
newsletter   from   the   Historical   Society   which   included   mention   of   the   club’s   donation   of   the   urns.   I  
have   attached   a   copy   of   the   most   recent   financial   report   from   Win   Bunch.   Things   may   need   to   be  
revised   if   we   are   forced   to   cancel   activities   and/or   fundraisers   in   the   course   of   the   year.   

 
Another   club   project   in   the   works   is   an   entry   in   the   Montclair   Art   Museum’s   "Art   in   Bloom"   show.  
Linda   Pastorino   is   working   on   a   flower   arrangement   inspired   by   an   artwork   at   the   museum.   Because  
of   the   CoVid   restrictions   the   show   will   be   seen   only   online.   Details   will   follow.  
 
Sally   Barmakian,   Barb   Lysenko,   and   the   program   committee   are   working   on   a   calendar   of   events  
and   programs   for   2020-2021.   We   are   going   ahead   with   scheduling   but   all   plans   are   tentative   due   to  
uncertainty   related   to   the   pandemic.   I   will   send   an   email   a   week   previous   to   each   event   to   confirm  
that   it   will   be   held   as   scheduled.  
 



 
Betsy   Martone   and   Carol   Bennett   are   working   on   the   yearbook   for   next   year.   Betsy   asks   each  
member   to   let   her   know   ASAP   if   they   have   a   request   for   a   month   to   do   their   turn   at   hostessing   a   club  
meeting.   If   you   do   not   choose   a   date   she   will   assign   one.   If   you   are   unable   to   do   that   date   it   will   be  
up   to   you   to   exchange   your   assignment   with   another   member   once   the   book   comes   out.    Mariann  
Mohr   will   be   hosting   Plant   Exchange   Day   on   September   16   at   12:30.   We   will   try   to   schedule   a   Zoom  
meeting   for   members   who   would   like   to   participate.   When   it   is   set   up   we   will   send   an   email   link   to   all  
members   with   instructions   on   how   to   sign   in.  

 
Thanks   for   sharing   your   pictures,   Pam!  

On   a   personal   note   I   would   like   to   thank   everyone   for   your   kind   and  
comforting   words   of   sympathy   to   me   and   my   family   in   our   loss   of   my  
mom.   I   deeply   appreciate   your   friendship.  
 
I   hope   everyone   is   well   and   keeping   busy   in   their   gardens   and   I  
know   we   all   are   looking   forward   to   seeing   each   other   soon.   Please  
respond   to   Betsy   with   your   hostessing   requests   and   let   me   know   if  
you   would   be   willing   to   host   our   Lily   Day   or   Plant   Exchange   next  
year.    If   you   would   like   to   share   a   picture   of   how   you   are   spending  
your   time   or   what’s   new   in   your   garden   send   it   to   me   to   forward   to  
the   Club.   
 
Best   wishes   and   (virtual)   hugs   to   all,  
Pam  

 
Linda   Pasterino   Participates   in    MAM’s   Art   in   Bloom  

 
Every   two   years,   the   Montclair   Art   Museum   (MAM)   hosts   a  
floral   showcase   called   “Art   in   Bloom”.   Similar   shows   are   
held   across   the   nation,   usually   to   welcome   spring.   
 
Participants   choose   a   style   of   artwork   (such   as  
impressionism,   landscape,   or   portrait)   and   are   assigned   a  
specific   piece   of   artwork   from   that   category.   The   floral  
designer   is   asked   to   interpret   the   artist’s   work   by   creating  
an   arrangement    that   is   unique,   harmonious,   and   thought  
provoking.  
 
Linda   Pastorino   chose   Native   American   art   and   was  
assigned   a   glass   structure   named    Tahu   the   Blind   Archer    by  
Virgil   Ortiz.   Mr.   Ortiz   is   a   multimedia   artist   and    the   current  
artist-in-residence   at   MAM.    He   is   the   author   of   a   futuristic  
retelling   of   the   1680   Pueblo   Revolt   against   colonizers   in  
what   is   now   New   Mexico.   
 
 



 
 
Linda   has   for   a   very   long   time   immersed   herself   in   the   arts   and   cultures   of   indigenous   peoples.  
She   says   it   has   influenced   her   own   artistic   works.    Summers,   she   and   her   daughter   travelled   to  
Sante   Fe,   New   Mexico   for   the   Tribal   Art   Fair   and   Indian   Market,   the   largest   and   most   prestigious  
Native   American   fine   art   show   in   the   world.   She   shares   her   knowledge   by   lecturing   on   a   variety  
of   topics   related   to   the   arts   and   cultures   of   indigenous   peoples.   
 
Congratulations,   Linda!   Your   floral   arrangement   is   bound   to   attract   a   lot   of   complementary  
attention   at   the   Art   in   Bloom   event.    Click   on   this   link   to   read   what   Linda   wrote   about   her   interest  
in   this   special   population   and   how   she   interpreted   Mr.   Ortiz’s   work.  
https://drive.goo.com/file/d/17RjBqv6PGOWFOADDwtSOf6HSos3-I3kx/view?usp=sharing 6  
 
Unfortunately,   Art   in   Bloom   2020   will   be   a   virtual   event.    Beginning   July   20   and   continuing   until  
September   30,   you   can   view   the   floral   displays   at    Virtual   Art   in   Bloom .  

 
Edible   Flowers  

   
Read   to   the   end   of   this   article   for   some  
delicious   recipes   using   edible   flowers.    But  
first,   a   little   background   information.    There   are  
many   more   recipes   online   and   a   host   of   books  
with   recipes   using   edible   flowers.  
 
Flower   cookery   has   been   traced   back   to  
Roman   times,   and   to   the   Chinese,   Middle  
Eastern   and   Indian   cultures.    The   culinary   use  
of   flowers   was   especially   popular   during  
Queen   Victoria’s   reign.  
 
Flowers   can   completely   alter   the   flavor   of   the  
dish   you   are   making   and   add   beauty   to   your  
plate.   There   are   endless   safe   ways   to   use  
flowers   in   your   recipes.    Use   flowers   to   garnish  
desserts,   infuse   cocktails,   add   to   salads,  
soups,   and   entrees.     Put   in   ice   rings   or   cubes  
for   a   pretty   addition   to   punch.   
 
Flowers   have    more   than   beauty   and   fragrance  
going   for   them.    Flowers   have  
anti-inflammatory   properties   and   are   an  
excellent   source   of   vitamins   A   and   C   and  
carotenes.   The   concentrated   nutrients   in   
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17RjBqv6PGOWFOADDwtSOf6HSos3-I3kx/view?usp=sharing
https://www.montclairartmuseum.org/exhibition/virtual-art-bloom


 
flowers   stimulate   the   immune   system,   promote   iron   absorption   and   help   to   slow   down  
cellular   aging   (that’s   a    nice   way   to   say   they   minimize   the   effects   of   aging).  
 
Flowers   should   be   picked   early   in   the   morning   when   the   essential   oils   are   most   intense   and   not  
altered   by   strong   sunlight.    To   prepare   the   flowers   for   use,   soak   them   in   fresh   water   to   remove  
any   dirt.    Some   flowers   need   to   have   the   stamen   removed   -   they   can   have   a   strong   unpleasant  
taste.   Carefully   dry   and   wrap   the   flowers   in   paper   towels.   Keep   in   an   airtight   container   to  
maintain   their   freshness.    Just   a   few   of   the   flowers   you   can   add   to   your   cuisine   are   daisies,  
dandelions,   lavender,   lilacs,   roses,   honeysuckle,   pansies,   roses,   sunflowers   and   violets.  
There   are   many   more!    This   link   lists   many   edible   flowers   and   ways   to   use   them.  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b6c8zqu78OLoXJXuFFK90Wvz3bClEVjf0bCaC4w70QU/ 
edit  
 
Proceed   with   caution:    some   flowers   are   poisonous.   Consult   a   reliable   source   to   accurately  
identify   a   flower   whose   identity   you   aren’t   sure   of.    People   with   pollen   allergies   should   be  
especially   careful   about   which   flowers   they   eat.    Avoid   flowers   that   have   been   in   contact    with  
pesticides,   which   is   a   good   reason   to   grow   your   own   flowers.    Azaleas,   buttercups,   daffodils,  
delphinium   and   wisteria   are   just   a   few   poisonous   plants.  
 
You   can   purchase   flowers   online   or   in   the   produce   sections   of   some   grocery   retailers   like   Trader  
Joe’s,   Wegman’s,   and   Whole   Foods.  
 
Recipes  
Shortbread   Cookies   with   Pansies  
Remove   the   stems   from   fresh   pansies.   Press   the   flowers   between   sheets   of   parchment   or   waxed   paper,   using   heavy  
books   to   weigh   them   down.    Let   them   sit   for   30   minutes.    Bake   your   favorite   shortbread   cookies   and   while   they’re   hot  
from   the   oven,   gently   place   the   pressed   pansies   on   top,   lightly   patting   them   down   so   they   adhere.    The   heat   of   the  
cookies   will   bond   the   delicate   petals   to   the   surface,   so   don’t   press   too   hard.     Let   the   cookies   cool   completely   to   firm .  
Note:    brightly   colored   pansies   seem   to   work   best.    
 
Rose   Petal   Granola    
4   cups   /   14   oz   /   400   g   rolled   oats  
1   1/2   cups   /   6   oz   /   170   g   walnut   halves  
1/2   teaspoon   fine-grain   sea   salt  
1/8   teaspoon   freshly   ground   pepper  
2/3   cup   /   3   oz   /   85   g   dried   currants  
dried   petals   from   a   dozen   (or   so)   small   roses  
1/2   cup   /   4   oz   unsalted   butter  
1/2   cup   /   120   ml   honey  
1/2   teaspoon   rose   water  
1   egg   white   (large   egg),   optional  
 
Preheat   the   oven   to   300   F/150   C   degrees   with   racks   in   the   top   and   bottom   thirds   of   the   oven.   Set   out   two   rimmed  
baking   sheets.   Combine   the   oats,   walnuts,   salt,   pepper,   currants   and   half   of   the   rose   petals   in   a   large   mixing   bowl.  
Heat   the   butter   in   a   small   saucepan   over   low   heat   and   stir   in   the   honey.   Remove   from   heat   and   whisk   in   the   rose  
water.   When   thoroughly   combined,   pour   the   honey   mixture   over   the   oat   mixture   and   stir   until   everything   is   well   coated.  
If   you   like   a   clumpier   granola,   stir   in   the   egg   white.   Divide   the   mixture   equally   between   the   two   baking   sheets   and  
spread   into   a   thin   layer.   Bake,   stirring   a   couple   times   along   the   way,   for   about   35   to   40   minutes,   or   until   the   granola   is  
toasty   and   deeply   golden.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b6c8zqu78OLoXJXuFFK90Wvz3bClEVjf0bCaC4w70QU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b6c8zqu78OLoXJXuFFK90Wvz3bClEVjf0bCaC4w70QU/edit


 
You   may   want   to   rotate   the   pan   once,   top   to   bottom,   to   ensure   even   baking.   Remove   from   the   oven   and   press   down   on  
the   granola   with   a   metal   spatula-you'll   get   more   clumps   this   way.   Let   cool   completely,   sprinkle   with   the   remaining  
dried   rose   petals,   then   store   in   an   airtight   container   at   room   temperature.   
 

Dandelion   Jelly  

 

Heat   water   in   a   large   pot   until   simmering.   Add   2   cups   of   dandelion   petals;   simmer   for   10   minutes.   Remove   petals  
wit h   a     slotted   spoon   and   strain   over   a   bowl;   squeeze   out   as   much   liquid   from   them   as   possible.   Discard   petals.  
Repeat   with   remaining   2   cups   of   dandelion   petals.  
 
Measure   out   3   cups   of   dandelion-infused   water,   adding   tap   water   to   make   up   the   difference   if   needed,   and   pour   into   a  
large   pot.   Add   lemon   juice,   pectin,   and   yellow   food   coloring;   bring   to   a   rolling   boil.   Add   sugar;   return   to   a   boil.   Cook,  
stirring   constantly,   about   1   minute.   Remove   from   heat   and   skim   foam   off   the   surface   if   needed.   Pour   mixture   into   hot,  
sterilized   jars,   filling   to   within   1/4   inch   of   the   top.   Run   a   clean   knife   or   thin   spatula   around   the   insides   of   the   jars   to  
remove   any   air   bubbles.   Wipe   the   rims   of   the   jars   with   a   moist   paper   towel   to   remove   any   residue.    Top   with   lids   and  
screw   on.    Place   a   rack   in   the   bottom   of   a   large   pot   and   fill   halfway   with   water.   Bring   to   a   boil   and   lower   jars,   2   inches  
apart,   into   the   boiling   water   using   a   holder.   Pour   in   more   boiling   water   if   necessary   to   bring   the   water   level   to   at   least   1  
inch   above   the   tops   of   the   jars.   Bring   the   water   to   a   rolling   boil,   cover   the   pot,   and   process   for   7   minutes.  
 
Remove   the   jars   from   the   pot   and   place   on   a   cloth-covered   or   wood   surface,   several   inches   apart.   Press   the   top   of  
each   lid   with   a   finger,   ensuring   that   the   seal   is   tight.   Let   cool,   about   24   hours.   Makes   about   7   cups    
 

Infused   Waters   
 
If   you   are   tired   of   drinking   those   eight   plain   glasses   of   water   a   day,    infuse   your   water   with   flowers!   
Experiment   with   your   own   combinations   using   edible   flowers.   Refrigerate   longer   for   stronger   flavor.   
 
Rose   and   Hibiscus   Infused   Lime   Water    Cucumber   and   Mint   Infused   Water  
1   tablespoon   dried   hibiscus   flower                                                       2   cucumbers,   scrubbed   and   cut   into   rounds  
1   tablespoon   dried   rose   buds                                                                 1   bunch   of   mint   leaves  
1    cup   plus   one   tablespoon   hot   water                                                   2   gallons   of   water  
2   limes,   1   juiced,   1   sliced                                                                         Mix   and   refrigerate   1-8   hours.  
2   roses                                                                                                        Adjust   the   amounts   to   enjoy   a   glass   immediately  
Ice   for   serving                                                                                            Variation:   add   peeled   and   sliced   lemons  
Add   hibiscus   and   rose   buds   to   hot   water;   steep   for    
5   minutes,   strain,   let   cool,   pour   into   pitcher.                                          Other   popular    combinations :   
Remove   petals   from   roses   and   rinse   them,   squeeze/break               lavender   and   blueberries  
slightly   with   your   hands.    Add   to   other   ingredients.                             rose   water   (¼-½tsp),   fresh   strawberries   and  
                                                                                                                     raspberries     

Using   Baking   Soda   in   the   Garden  
 
In   the   early   1970’s,   the   Arm   and   Hammer   Company   hired   a   small   marketing   company   from  
White   Plains,   New   York   to   do   a   study.     Arm   and   Hammer   was   aware   that   consumers   were  
using   baking   soda   for   purposes   other   than   as   an   agent   in   baking   and   wanted   to   know   about  
these   other   uses.   The   long   list   developed   by   the   marketing   firm   included   the   following   ways   to  
use   baking   soda   in   the   garden.  
 

●   Find   out   what   nutrients   are   lacking   in   your   soil.    To   test   the   pH   level   of   your   garden   soil  
collect   two   small   samples   of   soil   from   your   garden.    Pour   ½   cup   of   vinegar   into   one.  



 
If   the   soil   bubbles   it   has   a   pH   level   of   more   than,   meaning   the   soil   is   alkaline.  

             If   there’s   no   reaction,    take   the   other   soil   sample   and   add   in   ½   cup   of   water,   mix,   then   
             add    ½   cup   of   baking   soda.   If   the   soil   bubbles   or   fizzes   this   time,   the   ph   balance   
             is   below   7   and   the   soil   is   acidic.  

● Clean   old   and   rusty   garden   tools.    Submerge   rusty   tools   into   a   mixture   of   half   water,   half  
vinegar.   Soak   for   an   hour   or   more,   then   scrub   with   baking   soda   and   a   toothbrush.   

● Stop   an   infestation   of   ants.    Mix   5   teaspoons   of   baking   soda,   5   teaspoons   of  
confectioner’s   sugar,   and   1   teaspoon   of   water.   Make   a   paste   and   leave   it   where   you   find  
the   ants.   

● Remove   a   splinter.   Make   a   paste   of   baking   soda   and   water   and   apply   to   the   area.    Cover  
with   a   bandage.    After   about   24   hours   you   should   be   able   to   remove   the   splinter   using   a  
tweezer.   Baking   soda   will   swell   the   skin   and   draw   the   splinter   to   the   surface.  

● Use   it   to   relieve   the   itch   caused   by   insect   bites.   Make   a   paste   of   baking   soda   and   water  
and   apply   it   to   the   bite.   

● Prolong   the   beauty   of   fresh   cut   flowers.   Put   the   flowers   in   a   mixture   of   1   tablespoon   of  
baking   soda   to   a   litre   of   water.   

● Kill   weeds   and   crabgrass.    Begin   by   wetting   down   the   weeds   and   crabgrass,   then   apply  
a   thick   layer   of   baking   soda   directly   to   the   plants   and   around   the   base.     Be   careful   to  
treat   only   the   plants   you   want   to   kill.  

● Clean   plant   leaves.   Spray   plants   with   a   solution   of   ½   teaspoon   baking   soda   to   a   liter   of  
water.    Clean   leaves   make   it   easier   for   the   sun   to   impart   its   many   benefits.  

● Stimulate   blooming.   Plants   that   love   alkaline   soil   (begonias,   hydrangeas,   and  
geraniums)   will   bloom   all   season   if   watered   once   a   month   with   a   solution   of   2   quarts   of  
water   and   1   tablespoon   of   baking   soda.  

● Wash   your   hands   with   baking   soda   to   clean   and   exfoliate   them   and   make   them   soft.   It  
can   also   be   used   as   an   exfoliant   on   your   face,   too.  

 
Establish   a   schedule   to   manage   your   garden.    While   baking   soda   can   be   a   handy   natural   tool  
for   the   garden,   overuse   will   cause   it   to   lose   its   effectiveness.  
 
Container   Gardening  
 
Selling   your   house   to   move   into   a   smaller   living   space   may   mean   saying  
good-bye   to   a   large   garden   that   has   been   lovingly   cared   for.    But   finding  
yourself   living   in   a   condominium   or   apartment   does   not   have   to   mean   the  
end   of   your    gardening   days.    With   even   a   small   outdoor   space   and  
some   creativity,   a   gardener   can   indulge   her   love   of   gardening   and   create  
a   beautiful   space   to   enjoy.    Container   gardening   is   one   solution   for  
working   around   space   limitations.    There   are   several   things   to   consider  
when   choosing   plants   for   a   container   garden:    plant   size,   container   
selection,   soil   and   nutrient   needs,   and   how   much   sun   or   shade   the   plant   
needs   to   grow.  
 
 
 



 
 
Containers  
 
Personal   style   will   usually   dictate   the   containers   you   choose.    A   wide   variety   of   terra   cotta,  
wood,   ceramic,   and   plastic   containers   in   all   shapes   and   sizes   are   sold   at   garden   centers   and  
stores   like   Walmart   and   Target.    Almost   any   container   will   do   as   long   as   it   has   holes   for   drainage  
and   isn’t   toxic.   An   old   teapot,   a   cowboy   or   rain   boot,   even   a   hollowed   out   tree   stump   can   add  
character   or   a   touch   of   whimsy   to   your   garden.     When   choosing   a   container,   consider   the   size  
of   the   plant   that   will   be   growing    in   it.    The   size,   shape,   and   material   the   container   is   made   of   will  
affect   how   water   moves   through   the   pot,   how   often   the   nutrients   need   replenishing   and   how   hot  
the   pot   gets.    Pots   that   absorb   heat   will   need   watering   more   often.   Terra   cotta   pots   have   the  
advantage   of   drying   more   evenly   than   plastic   or   ceramic.  
 
Soil  
 
Use   potting   soil   for   container   plants   rather   than   outdoor   planting   soil.    Potting   soil   is   formulated  
to   retain   water   and   nutrients   better   than   planting   soil.    Avoid   using   soil   that   contains   sedge   peat  
because   it   will   interfere   with   drainage.  
 
Light  
 
Take   note   of   the   hours   of   sunshine   and/or   shade   in   our   new   garden.     One   of   the   advantages   of  
container   gardening   is   the   ability   to   move   your   pots   around   the   yard   to   get   the   most   beneficial  
combination   of   light   and   shade   during   the   day.  
 
Repotting  
 
You   may   notice   that   the   plants   you   purchase   for   your   container   garden   are   outgrowing   their   pots  
and   are   root   bound.    It   is   best   to   transplant   any   root   bound   plants   into   bigger   containers.    Fast  
growing   plants   should   be   shifted   to   pots   two   to   four   inches   larger   in   diameter.    For   slower  
growing   plants,   a   pot   just   one   to   two   inches   larger   will   work.  

 
Plant   Selection  
 
Some   of   the   plants   that   do   well   in   containers   include   Summer  
snapdragons   (angelonia),   lantana,   geraniums,   petunias,   sunray  
  sunflower   (dwarf   variety).    There   are   many   more.   
 
Vertical   gardening   is   another   alternative   method   for   gardening   in  
small   places.    Other   opportunities   for   gardening   include   community  
gardening   and   indoor   gardening.   
 
 

 
 



 
 
Watering   Container   Plants  
 
For   most   plants,   too   much   water   is   more   dangerous   than   not   enough   water.    Although   different  
plants   have   different   moisture   needs,   most   plants   require   moist   but   well   drained   soil.     Water  
should   only   be   added   when   the   soil   is   dry.    Unpredictable   weather   conditions   make   setting   up   a  
schedule   for   watering   impractical.   
 
The   goal   when   watering   container   plants   is   to   make   sure   the   entire   root   ball   is   moistened   and  
just   enough   water   drains   out   the   bottom.   There   should   be   a   space   between   the   top   of   the   soil  
and   the   container’s   rim.    Add    enough   water   to   fill   this   space,   then   let   the   water   soak   in.   Repeat  
the   process   until   the   root   ball   is   moist.   Shallow   waterings   encourage   plant   roots   to   stay   near   the  
top   of   the   pot,   where   they   are   more   susceptible   to   heat   and   drought.   
 
Watering   should   be   done   in   the   morning   or   the   evening   to   avoid   the   midday   sun.    Whenever  
possible,   avoid   getting   leaves   wet.    Wet   leaves   can   lead   to   fungus,   mildew,   and   other   diseases.  
Apply   water   around   the   base   of   the   plant.   Rain   showers   should   not   be   relied   on   to   provide  
sufficient   water   for   your   container   plants.  
 
Although   good   drainage   is   important   because   it   will   prevent   the   plants   from   drowning,   the  
amount   of   water   that   passes   through   the   drainage   holes   may   not   be   the   best   indicator   that   the  
plants   have   received   sufficient   water.    This   is   especially   true   when   the   plant   is   root   bound,  
preventing   proper   drainage.    A   more   reliable   method   of   determining   whether   the   soil   has  
retained   enough   water   is   feeling   the   soil.    Stick   your   finger   in   the   soil   all   the   way   to   your   second  
knuckle.   If   it   feels   dry   at   your   fingertip,   add   water.    A   general   rule   is   when   the   top   two   inches   of  
soil   in   a   pot   that   is   six   inches   in   diameter   feels   dry,   it   is   time   to   add   some   water.    You   could   try  
sticking    a   wooden   dowel   into   the   soil;   if   it   comes   up   dry,   you   should   definitely   add   water.    Damp  
soil   will   cling   to   the   dowel.   There   are    also   a   variety   of   simple,   inexpensive   soil   moisture   meters  
available   at   garden   centers   and   nurseries.  
 
If   you   place   something   like   a   small   tray   or   a   saucer   underneath   your   pot   to   catch   the   water  
passing   through   the   drainage   holes,   the   water   will   gradually   be   absorbed   by   the   roots   of   the  
plant.    If   your   plant   gets   really   dry,   you   can   submerge   it   briefly   in   several   inches   of   warm   water.  
After   30   minutes   or   an   hour   remove   the   plants   and   let   the   excess   water   drain   off.    Do   not   let   the  
plant   sit   in   water   for   extended   periods   or   you   may   have   to   deal   with   root   rot.  
 
Drip   emitters   are   an   alternative   way   of   watering.   They   apply   water   at   a   slow,   steady   rate,   and   do  
a   great   job   of   thoroughly   wetting   the   root   ball.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Nitrogen,   Phosphorus   and   Potassium  
 
All   growing   plants   need   17   essential   elements   to   grow   to   their   full   genetic   potential.   The   three  
largest   elements,   carbon,   hydrogen,   and   oxygen   are   not   for   sale.    They   come   from   the   air   and  
decomposing   matter.    The   other   fourteen   elements   are   absorbed   by   plants   through   the   soil.  
Three   of   these   elements,   nitrogen   (N),   phosphorus   (P),   and   potassium   (K),   can   be   bought    in  
bags   of   fertilizers   and   added   to   garden   soil.  
 
As   a   group,   these   micronutrients   are   referred   to   as   NPK.  
 
Nitrogen    is   considered   the   most   important   of   the   three   major   elements   because   plants   absorb  
more   nitrogen   than   any   other   element.    Nitrogen   encourages   foliage   growth   and   gives   the   plant  
energy   to   grow.    An   estimated   one-third   of   global   food   production   is   made   possible   by   nitrogen.  
 
Phosphorus     helps   plants   grow   and   develop   normally   and   stimulates   root   growth.   It   is   linked   to   a  
plant’s   ability   to   use   and   store   energy,   including   the   process   of   photosynthesis.   Plants   that   are  
small,   produce   small   or   no   flowers,   have   a   weak   root   system,   or   a   bright   or   purplish   cast   may   be  
lacking   phosphorus.  
 
Potassium    helps   strengthen   a   plant’s   ability   to   resist   disease   and   protects   the   plant   when   the  
weather   is   cold   or   dry.    It   strengthens   the   root   system   and   plays   a   role   in   overall   quality.  
Potassium   or   potash   deficiency   is   a   plant   deficiency   that   is   most   common   in   light   sandy   soils   in  
which   potassium   ions   will   easily   be   leached   from   soils   lacking   colloids.  
 
You   can   contact   local   county   offices   of   the   New   Jersey   Agricultural   Experiment   Station  
Cooperative   Extension   for   soil   testing   kits   and   information.   If   the   soil   test   indicates   a   deficiency  
in   any   of   the   three   nutrients,   fertilizer   should   be   applied.  
 
Knowing   the   NPK   values   of   a   particular   fertilizer   will   help   you   select   one   that   will   address   the  
deficiency(ies)   in   your   soil.  
 
To   determine   which   bag   of   fertilizer   has   the   nutrient(s   )you   need,   look   at   the   bag   of   fertilizer   for  
three   2-digit   numbers   separated   by   dashes.    These   numbers   refer   to   the   percentage,   by   weight,  
of   each   of   the   three   nutrients   in   the   bag.   The    three   numbers   align   with   the   letters   NPK.   The  
higher   the   number,   the   more   concentrated   the   nutrient   is.     For   example,   20-5-5   indicates   there  
is   four   times   the   amount   of   nitrogen   than   phosphorus   or   potassium.    10-0-0   means   nitrogen   is  
the   only   nutrient   in   the   bag.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

ACORN   HALL  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The   urns    at   Acorn   hall   are   looking   beautiful  
thanks   to    Helene,   Linda,   and   Sheila.  
 
 
 

 
  
  
  The   May   newsletter   of   the   Historical   Society  
  mentioned    that   the   Garden   Club   had   
  donated   and   were   maintaining   the  
   urns   at   Acorn   Hall.   

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


